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Why are Tip and Top dressed in striped shirts and
sailor’s caps, and why do they have paddles in their
hands? Well, they’ve taken the opportunity to act in
an adventure film set at sea. Which ships will they
command? This thrilling tale of courageous sailors
is by celebrated Czech artist Vojtěch Kubašta,
whose innovative pop-ups have given inspiration to
paper engineers all over the world! All aboard!
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T

hen boys found themselves on a huge warship. Wow! It was
the biggest ship they had ever seen! Top was playing a sailor
who was always jolly even though he never had a moment’s
peace. Tip was the commander of the whole crew. At recreation
time, he allowed his crew to cruise about in motorboats. Can you
spot Tip and Top?

N

ext Tip, Top and Tap played dockers, whose job it was to unload
cargo from enormous ships that stood at anchor in the port.
Again, poor Top was given the most strenuous work – the carrying
of heavy sacks and boxes. He worked up quite a sweat! Fortunately,
Tap the dog came to his aid, and the work was soon done. Tip played
a crane operator. His work was much less demanding than Top’s –
he needed only to pull a lever for the crane to lift the cargo from the
bowels of the ship quickly and effortlessly.
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